For more than 85 years, Tremco has collaborated with glazing restoration contractors, building owners and managers to implement comprehensive solutions restoring the performance and extending the life of glazing systems.

**A PARTNERSHIP WITH TREMCO**

When challenges arise due to deterioration of the glazing system, our glazing specialists and design engineers work closely with you to develop a comprehensive restoration solution. We know being mindful of design intent is just as important as restoring performance and extending the life of the system.

**DESIGN ENGINEERING**

Our Design Engineering Group can help solve the most complex problems by creating customized gasket and overlay profiles to meet your specialized needs.

- Quick turnaround of 3D printed prototypes for fit and finish
- Sequence of installation guidance
- Laboratory testing

**ON-SITE SUPPORT**

Our glazing specialists and network of Tremco representatives provide assistance and advice on the job site and throughout the duration of the project.

- Evaluate and recommend a range of glazing restoration solutions
- Technical expertise with our products and restoration applications
- Field testing

Complete glazing restoration systems from Tremco are available for a variety of applications. For the pressure bar system shown here, the original exterior gasket was replaced with Tremco’s Silicone Compatible Headless Wedge and Spectrem 2 Silicone cap bead. Contact your local Tremco field representative or our Design Engineering Group for more information on our custom solutions.
Spectrem® Restoration Overlay

- Silicone Dense Rubber Extrusions – custom designed, patented solution for restoring leaking skylights, sloped glazing, pressure bar and zipper/lockstrip systems
- Cost effective alternative to traditional dry glazing repair method involving total removal and replacement of the system components
- Encapsulates silicone sealant bead for extra layer of protection
- Durable, easy to install and available in a variety of sizes, durometers and colors
- High movement capability

Custom Gasket Solutions

- Tremco is one of the top 5 specialty rubber and gasket extruders, producing over 250 million feet per year
- Variety of gasket compounds such as silicone, EPDM, and peroxide EPDM, tested for compatibility with Tremco silicone sealants
- Available library of over 20,000 gasket profiles and custom solutions created by our Design Engineering Group specific to your application to accommodate all the various glazing configurations on a building

Silicone Sealants and Wet Glazing Solutions

- Family of specialized, high-performance silicones for a variety of glazing and weatherseal applications, including 2- and 4-sided structural glazing and systems designed for hurricane, impact and seismic conditions
- Sheen and matte finishes to meet any project needs
- Custom colors available

Spectrem® Simple Seal

- Silicone extrusion designed to seal joints and gaps ranging from low to high movement conditions such as window perimeters, EIFS joints, parapet walls, aluminum window seals, transition seals, curtain wall joints, sheet metal roof joints and other lap joints
- Provides flexible, tear-resistant properties that will help to protect your building from moisture penetration for decades to come
- Bonded with Spectrem® 1 or Spectrem® 2 Silicone Sealant to a wide range of substrates
- Available in a variety of standard sizes and colors as well as custom solutions